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saututs in English which are new to the pupil, and give-
special exercises in those which present most difficulty,,
and in which the two languages are slightly dissimilar.
Sounds associated with the English 'th', 'w', *v', <tj,
*sj, 'a* (in all), <r' and *shj or csch* are instances
of this ensnaring similarity-with-a-difference.
In uttering these sounds there should be regular class-
and individual drill.
In giving this practice
(6) Sounds similar but not identical in the two langu-
ages should be presented in co?itrasty to give the pupil the
best chance of hearing the differences.
And so far as the teacher is capable
(c) The differences in the position of lips and tongue
and teeth in uttering these pairs of sounds should be
analysed and demonstrated; but this must be done
with great care and definiteness, not, as one frequently
sees in the class-room, in a perfunctory, vague and hasty
manner. The pupil has to learn to make unaccustomed
mouth movements ; for pronunciation is only the vocal
result of certain movements within the mouth, and
varies as those movements vary. For this purpose the
amateur should take the trouble to consult such a book
as Ripman's Sounds of Spoken English (Dent).
It is perhaps wiser to omit this muscular demonstra-
tion and practice unless help is taken from a book or a
phonetician first.
(<£) This drill in isolated difficult sounds is only a
preliminary to their correct use in words and sentences.
Words are made up of sounds in combination, but though
a mastery of common difficult sounds in isolation is
indispensable to the correct pronunciation of words-
containing them, it does not follow that" every word car*
be built up from common constituent sounds learnt
separately. Some words exhibiting shades of differences-
from the normal, have special peculiarities.
Only a good linguist, however, can be expected to take
note of these. For the ordinary teacher the important
point in dealing with a new word which the pupil finds-
difficulty in pronouncing is to detect ^ by listening^ just
where the mistake occurs^ and, to single out this part of
the word for treatment. To keep on repeating a whole

